
On 10 November 2022, the European
Green Digital Coalition  hosted
a  session at the UN Climate Change
Global Innovation Hub  Pavilion,
at COP27 in Egypt.
This session allowed to present the
EGDC’s work, which is unique as it
uses  data from real-life pilots to
measure the exact impact of digital
solutions and make sure they have a
'triple win': economic, social and
environmental bene�ts.

Watch the recording of the
session

Watch the recording of the
session

On 27 September 2022, the European
Green Digital Coalition participated with
a session in the  Digital With Purpose
Global Summit  in Lisbon, which  is a
�agship event to accelerate the use and
uptake of digital innovations that achieve
the UN Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) by 2030.
The EGDC session  promoted the
EGDC goals and its work, exploring how
the EGDC methodologies can be made
into a global standard.
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Welcome to this new edition of the European Green Digital
Coalition Pilot Project's newsletter!

Read on to learn more about the EGDC's latest updates on
methodologies, new Coalition members and Supporting Partners, as well

as events.

To receive the next EGDC newsletters directly into your inbox,
subscribe here! 📧

Join the Coalition

🌟SPOTLIGHT: EGDC Session at MWC Barcelona
28 February 2023 🌟

Mark your  calendar! The EGDC will host a conference session  at
MWC Barcelona 2023, on Tuesday 28 February at 09�15 - 10�45 CET.

This high-level session will recognise  several digital carbon
reduction solutions from the EGDC network for their net positive
carbon impact and explore how to estimate the net environmental
impact of real-life digital solutions across sectors. The shortlisted
green digital solutions will be showcased with short videos outlining
how the solution helps reduce carbon emissions.

The session will convene senior dignitaries, policymakers, ICT leaders
and EGDC members.

Consult the agenda

Updates on EGDC methodologies

The Pilot Project has recently selected a second set of digital
solutions (case studies)  to be developped into  case study
calculators, which will  assess the net environmental impact of the
selected solutions. Some case studies from the �rst round have been
developed into calculators. Read more below.

Second set of selected case studies for the EGDC
methodologies

To ful�l the second action of the EGDC declaration, the EGDC EP Pilot Project
is  developing  methodologies for the assessment of the net environmental
impact of at least 18 selected digital solutions (case studies).

The case studies are covering  six different sectors (Energy/Power,
Transport, Construction/Buildings, Manufacturing, Agriculture and Smart
Cities), identi�ed as priority areas. 

The Pilot Project has recently selected a second set of six case studies, based
on solutions submitted by companies from the EGDC network. The case
studies will be developed into case study calculators, which will estimate the
net environmental impact of a real-life  Digital Solution to determine
whether the solution is indeed a Green Digital Solution. Further, the calculators
will assess the net environmental impact of the digital technologies that are
part of the Digital Solution.

Discover the selected case studies

Progress on Case Study Calculators 

The EGDC Case Study Calculators  consist of  calculations based on de�ned
inputs,  values and formulas,  as well as supporting methodology documents
outlining assumptions, data sources, etc. Upon �nalisation, the calculators will
aim to be used by companies to either assess the impact of similar solutions
or as a template to develop calculators for other solutions in that sector.
From the �rst round of selected case studies,  two  calculators  are currently
being developed for the  building  sector:  High-Performance Building
Management System  by  Schneider Electric,  and for the transport
sector: Optimisation of port processes by Ericsson.

The two calculators were  introduced and demonstrated in a webinar, which
took place on 16 December 2022.

Watch the webinar & learn more about the calculators

New Coalition Members & Supporting Partners

Over recent months, the EGDC welcomed two new Coalition
Members as well as one new Supporting Partner.

Newest Coalition members

The EGDC had the pleasure to welcome two new members lately: the Italian
telecommunications company TIM Group, as well as the multinational IT
company Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE).

The EGDC welcomes any European ICT company committed to greening the
ICT sector and ready to ful�l the Membership Criteria.

Join the Coalition

EGDC Supporting Partners

The Borderstep Institute recently joined the EGDC as a Supporting partner and
committed to contribute to achieving the objectives of the EGDC, e.g., by
sharing technical expertise and relevant data, supporting the upcoming
development of deployment guidelines, promoting the EGDC results. 

If your organisation is interested in joining as a Supporting Partner, contact
the Secretariat!

More information on Supporting Partners

EDGC Events

Over the past months, the EGDC hosted several sessions at
key  events, to present its goals and progress to global leaders,
decision-makers and businesses.

EGDC Session at COP27 - 10 November 2022

EGDC Session at the DwP Global Summit 2022 - 27 September

What's next?

EGDC Sectoral workshops

In 2023, the EGDC Pilot Project will develop Deployment Guidelines for
the six priority sectors with the aim of maximising bene�ts from using
digital solutions, avoiding unintended and negative consequences, as
well as maximising reach and scale of these solutions and addressing
their non-carbon impacts.

Such as to ensure  success of deployment, the EGDC Pilot Project will
organise from March 2023  a series of sectorial workshops, involving
stakeholders such as solution developers, end-users, decision makers from
each of the  sectors to  provide content and feedback  on the deployment
guidelines. 

If you are interested in providing feedback on the Deployment
Guidelines, please contact the EGDC Secretariat for more information.

Stay tuned for our upcoming developments!
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